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Whereas, KBGA College Radio’s section of the Associated Students of the University of
Montana’s (ASUM) Personnel Policy is inaccurate and outdated;

Whereas, the current section numbering structure of section 4.61 does not allow for additional
sections to be added;

Therefore Let it Be Resolved That, the following amendments be adopted into ASUM’s
Personnel Policy immediately upon the passage of this resolution;

Therefore Let it Be Resolved That, the table included student position base rates for positions
funded by fee other than ASUM activity fee include “Outreach Coordinator” and “Art Director”
which shall both be paid minimum wage at 80 hours a month;

Therefore Let it Further Be Resolved That, Section 4.610 Mission of Student Radio Station be
renumbered 4.6101 and each subsequent section renumbered accordingly;

Therefore Let it Further Be Resolved That, Section 4.620: Outreach Coordinator be added to the
policy with the following description;

\[
4.611\text{ Outreach Coordinator: The Outreach Coordinator is responsible for contacting and coordinating with businesses, organizations, and event venues in order to establish and maintain professional relationships for KBGA.}
\]

Therefore Let it Further Be Resolved That, Section 4.621: Art Director be added to the policy
with the following description:

\[
4.612\text{ Art Director: The Art Director coordinates with the Media and Promotions directors to maintain a cohesive artistic direction for the station. Their duties largely involve designing and printing relevant media for the station, including handbills, posters, print ads, and stickers for the promotion of KBGA.}
\]

Therefore Let it Further Be Resolved That, Section 4.612: Assistant Program Director be
amended to read:

\[
4.612\text{ Program Director: The Program Director (PD) is responsible for maintaining the station’s 24 hour broadcast by ensuring full show coverage. The Program Director is expected to be on call 24/7 in order to field any concerns or issues that DJs may have and is responsible for screening and selecting permanent programming additions.}
\]
Therefore Let it Further Be Resolved That, Section 4.612.1: Assistant Program Director be created with the following description:

4.612.1 Assistant Program Director: The Assistant Program Director (APD) shall be responsible for all secondary needs of the Program Director (PD) including filing shows, working with the Volunteer Coordinator on DJ related projects, and monitoring the overall status of programming. The Assistant Program Director shall report to the Program Director, and shall take on other delegated responsibilities as requested by the Program Director.
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